
A class

DotMatrix display

Eco Inverter Motor 

Advanced programs

Flex zone

Programs with artificial intelligence

15 Placings

Advanced remote control and content

8 Programs

Delay Start

Half load

End of cycle indicator

Automatic Door Opening

Safety-stop in lower basket

Adjustable top basket

Smart sensor system

Folding Grilles

Forgo hand-drying at the end of the cycle with the Automatic Open-Door system. When you select this option, the 

dishwasher door automatically opens by 100mm letting air circulate your dishes to help them dry naturally, while also 

saving energy.

Dimensions (Height X Width X Depth) cm: 85cm X 60cm X 60cm

Effortlessly manage your wash settings with the intuitive display. It shows you everything you need to know about 

your wash settings, including the water consumption, temperature, and programme duration, as well as the amount 

of energy you’re using via the Eco index. So you can easily choose the most efficient wash cycle depending on your 

needs.

Give your dishes the tailored care they deserve with the Flex Zone wash program. Simply load your delicate items in 

the top basket for a gentle wash and your heavily stained pots, pans, and plates in the bottom basket for a more 

intensive clean. Flexible cleaning at the same time, in the same cycle.

You’ll never have to wait for a full load of dishes again, thanks to the Half Load Pro wash system. Simply choose a 

basket to load your dishes into and select either the top or bottom spray arm to complete your wash. Not only will it 

help you get your dishes cleaned sooner, but you’ll never use more water and energy than you need.

If you need lots of space for all the household dishes, look no further than the Maxi Tub. It gives you 10% more 

internal volume in a standard-size tub, making this the most spacious dishwasher on the market. So, more items 

loaded into the tub equals less energy, water and time consumption for optimised results.
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